
 
 

 

 
 

 

Monday Makes: Dot Painting 
For ages 5+ 

Untitled, 1972, Johnny Warrangula Tjupurrula, Photo by DCA Learning Team  
 

This week's Monday Makes inspiration comes from Johnny Warrangula Tjupurrula's dot 
painting in our 1999 exhibition Prime. He was one of the founding members of the Western 
Australian desert Aboriginal art movement, taking traditional ceremonial designs usually 
drawn on the ground and painting them on canvas and board. He made art about his land as 
well as particular places and features of his area of Australia. Using different tools (including 
your fingers) create your own dot painting.  
 
See: The above artwork by Johnny Warrangula Tjupurrula. You can also find out more 

about the artist here: https://www.aboriginalartstore.com.au/artists/johnny-

warangkula-tjupurrula/.  You can find more about the culture and symbols used in 

his paintings here: https://www.aboriginal-art-australia.com/aboriginal-art-

library/symbolism-in-australian-indigenous-art/ 

Think: About what journeys you go on and the routes you take. What shapes do you see on 

your way and which of these could be used as symbols for creating a map. 

Make: Some doodles and sketches of symbols, shapes and patterns and then use these to 

create a dot painting. 

Do: Take a picture of your dot painting and share online using #DCAmakes - we'd love to 

see it! 
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Dot Painting 
Step-by-step  
 
What you’ll need: 

 Recycled card or paper 

 Paints 

 Scissors 

 Containers or plates for 
paints 

 Tools for painting (an old 
brush, pencil, pen, a stick, 
cotton buds and your 
finger all work well) 

 Water to thin paint 

 Flour to thicken paint 

 

Step 1  

Decide what your dot painting will be about. It could be a map of your garden, street or 

town, or it could show the view from your window. 

Create symbols for landmarks that will be included. This could be a bus stop, traffic lights, 

trees or buildings. Make sure that your symbols are very simple shapes. 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Step 2  

Cut your card to the size and shape you want to paint on. Cut a few different sizes from 

different kinds of card or paper. Put the different colour paints out in pots or on 

plates/saucers. Make sure the paint is quite thick – if you have watercolours, add in a half 

teaspoon of flour to make it thicker.  

 

Step 3 

Refer back to your sketches and paint some simple background shapes in flat colour onto 

your card using a brush or sponge. These could be roads or buildings to make up a map or 

hills and trees in your view. Keep the shapes very simple. 

Do a few of these and leave them to dry.  

 

 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Step 4   

On a separate piece of paper practice making dots. Try different tools like the end of a 

brush, a cotton bud, an old pen, the end of a pencil, sticks and twigs or your fingertip. Try 

creating different patterns. Once you’re done, cover up your paints so they don't dry out. 

 

Step 5  

When your background paintings are dry get ready to make your dot paintings. Uncover 

your paints and choose what colours you will paint over the different parts of it with, and 

which symbols and shapes you will make to create a map or view. Use one colour at a time 

to add dots and then clean your brush/pen/cotton bud/stick and move onto the next colour. 

You could also try using your fingers to make lines. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Step 6 

Keep dotting until you feel it is finished and then move onto your other backgrounds.  

 

Step 7   

Your collection of dot paintings would make great cards or presents to share with friends 

and family. Before you give them away, let us see what you’ve made! Snap a pic and share it 

using #DCAmakes. 


